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Abstract. In this paper, we present the results of an ongoing research
involving the design and implementation of systems supporting person-
alized access to multi-version resources in an eGovernment scenario. Per-
sonalization is supported by means of Semantic Web techniques and is
based on an ontology-based profiling of users (citizens). Resources we
consider are collections of norm documents in XML format but can also
be generic Web pages and portals or eGovernment services. We intro-
duce a reference infrastructure, describe the organization and present
performance figures of a prototype system we have developed.

1 Introduction

The Semantic Web (SW), once it has been proposed as the next generation of
the existing Web [4], has solicited a crop of scientific interest both from academic
and industrial research and has gained strong momentum for the last five years.
However, after years of intensive research and impressive scientific results, SW is
still in search for killer applications and real-world use cases which could demon-
strate, beyond any reasonable doubt, its added value as enabling technology.

On the other hand, the last years have also witnessed a very strong, world-
wide institutional effort towards the implementation of eGovernment (eGov)
support services, which constitute an enormous challenge for the deployment of
semantics and the exploitation of domain knowledge in the design, construction
and operation of Web information systems. As a matter of fact, whereas SW tech-
nologies can be an ideal platform to envisage a knowledge-based, user-centric,
distributed and networked eGov, the eGov domain can provide an ideal testbed
for existing SW research and for the development of software applications with
“ontologies under the hood”. In this context, the first call is for interoperabil-
ity: manifold semantic differences have to be settled in order to provide seamless
services to citizens, as the eGov domain provides for differences in the interpreta-
tion of laws, regulations, life events, administrative processes, service workflows,
best-practices, to be taken into account within and across regions, nations and
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continents (not to talk about the usage of many different languages). The sec-
ond call is for personalization: the achievement of a high level of integration and
involvement of the citizens in the eGov and eGovernance activities, the necessity
to fairly deal with different categories of citizens (including disadvantaged ones,
with a potential risk of increasing digital divide), the requirements to suppport
flexible, user-friendly, precise, targeted and non-baffling services, all claim for
the personalization of the services offered and information supplied.

Whereas most of the recent and ongoing research on the convergence between
SW and eGov is on the interoperability side (see e.g. [2]), we move on the per-
sonalization side, which we consider a legitimate corollary of the solution of the
interoperability problems. If interoperability, including semantic integration of
systems, processes and of the exchanged information, is the basis for the real-
ization of complex networked eGov services, semantics-aware personalization of
the Public Administration (PA) activities that concern the citizens and of the
online offered services is aimed at improving and optimizing the involvement of
citizens in the eGovernance process. In particular, we consider ontology-based
user-profiling and personalized access to online resources (internally available in
multi-version format), which may range from guided browsing of PA informa-
tive Web sites and portals to selective querying collections of norm documents,
and to enactment of customized Web services [15] implementing administrative
processes. Notice that, although all these kinds of resources are already available
in existing eGov Web information systems, personalization is either completely
absent or at most “predefined” in the Web site structure/contents or service
definition/workflow (for example, hardwired in eGov portals by human experts
according to the life events metaphor [9]). Effective, automatic, flexible, on-
demand, “intelligent” and, last but not least, efficient personalization facilities
are lacking.

In this paper, we present the results of an ongoing research started in 2003 (see
[11]). In the first part of this research we focused on the design and implemen-
tation of Web information systems for personalized access to norm repositories.
Building upon previous work on temporal management of multi-version norm
documents [6], we developed a platform for semantics-aware personalized access
to the repository. Personalization is based on the maintenance of an ontology
which classifies the citizens according to the limited applicability of norm provi-
sions. Semantic information is then used to map the citizen’s identity onto the
applicable norms in the repository thanks to an intelligent and efficient retrieval
system. The ongoing research concerns the application of our ontology-based
personalization techniques to the choice and execution of eGov Web services.
The research activity will be described in Section 2 whereas conclusions can be
found in Section 3.

2 Personalized Access to eGovernment Resources

In the framework of eGov, a large number of online resources including PA
portals, informative Websites, usable administrative services are progressively
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being made available to citizens. In particular, collections of norm texts and legal
information presented to citizens (e.g. stored in large repositories in XML format
[10]) are being made available and becoming popular on the internet owing to big
investments and efforts made by governments and administrations. Such portals
or websites are usually equipped with a keyword-based search engine or contain
indexes and predefined navigation paths for user guidance (e.g. following the life
events approach).

The main objective of such activity has been the development of techniques al-
lowing an effective and efficient personalized access to multi-version norm repos-
itories. First of all, the fast dynamics involved in normative systems implies the
coexistence of multiple temporal versions of the norm texts stored in a reposi-
tory, since laws are continually subject to amendments and modifications (e.g.
it is crucial to reconstruct the consolidated version of a norm as produced by
the application of all the modifications it underwent so far). Moreover, another
kind of versioning plays an important role, because some norms or some of their
parts have or acquire a limited applicability. For example, a given norm defining
tax treatment may contain some articles which are only applicable to particular
classes of citizens: one article is applicable to unemployed persons, one article
to self-employed persons, one article to public servants only and so on. Hence,
a citizen accessing the repository may be interested in finding a personalized
version of the norm, that is a version only containing articles which are appli-
cable to his/her personal case. Notice that personalization avoids in some cases
the user to have to go through a huge amount of irrelevant text to find out the
relevant one and, thus, may help to make the search feasible. For instance, the
annual budget law of a state, maybe composed of several hundreds of articles,
may contain one article whose provisions have some consequences on the way
research funds must be managed by universities (maybe without ever explicitly
mentioning “university” in the text). One university professor may be interested
in accessing the repository to retrieve the personalized version of the budget law,
which will only contain the pertinent article, without having to go through the
whole norm text, which would result in a very time-consuming and daunting
activity.

Introducing the civic ontology. In general, in order to enhance the par-
ticipation of the citizens to an eGovernance procedure of interest through the
provision of personalization facilities, automatic and accurate positioning of
them within the reference legal framework is needed. To this purpose, we pro-
pose to employ SW techniques and introduce an ontology, called civic ontol-
ogy, which corresponds to a classification of citizens based on the distinctions
introduced by subsequent norms which imply some limitation (total or par-
tial) in their applicability. In the following, we refer to such norms as founding
acts. Hence, in order to define a mapping between ontology classes and rele-
vant norm parts, applicability annotations are added to the XML encoding of
norms. More precisely, a semantic versioning dimension is introduced in the
multi-version data model used for the representation and storage of the XML
resources.
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Citizen
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Self-employedSubordinate
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(2,1) (3,6) (8,7)

(4,4) (7,5)

(5,2) (6,3)

<article num="1">
<ver num="1">

<aa applies_to="3"/>  [… Temporal attributes … ]
<paragraph num="1">

<ver num="1"> [ … Text … ]
<aa applies_to="4"/> [… Temporal attributes … ]

</ver>
</paragraph>
<paragraph num="2">

<ver num="1"> [ … Text … ]
<aa applies_also="8"/>  [… Temporal attributes … ]

</ver>
</paragraph>

</ver>
</article>

A fragment of an XML document
supporting personalized access

The sample ontology

(1,8)

Fig. 1. An example of civic ontology, where each class has a name and is associated to
a (pre,post) pair, and a fragment of a XML norm containing applicability annotations

For instance, the left part of Fig. 1 depicts a simple civic ontology built from
a small corpus of norms ruling the status of citizens with respect to their work
position. The right part shows a fragment of a multi-version XML norm text
supporting personalized access with respect to this ontology, where the “aa” tag
(applicability annotation) contains references to reference classes in the ontology.

At the current stage of the research, semantic information is mapped onto
a tree-like civic ontology, that is based on a taxonomy of citizens induced by
IS-A relationships. The tree-like civic ontology is sufficient to satisfy basic appli-
cation requirements as to applicability constraints and personalization services,
although more advanced application requirements may need a more sophisticated
ontology definition. The adoption of tree-like ontologies allows us to exploit the
pre-order and post-order properties of trees in order to enumerate the nodes
and quickly check ancestor-descendant relationships between the classes. These
codes are represented in the upper left part of the ontology classes in the Figure,
in the form: (pre-order,post-order). For example, the class “Employee” has pre-
order “3”, which is also its identifier, whereas its post order is “6”. The pre- and
post-order information is then used to process queries in a very efficient way.

The article in the XML fragment on the right part of Fig. 1 is composed
of two paragraphs and contains applicability annotations (tag aa). Notice that
applicability is inherited by descendant nodes unless locally redefined. Hence,
by means of redefinitions we can also introduce, for each part of a document,
complex applicability properties including extensions or restrictions with respect
to ancestors. For instance, the whole article in the Figure is applicable to civic
class “3” (tag applies to) and by default to all its descendants. However, its
first paragraph is applicable to class “4”, which is a restriction, whereas the
second one is applicable to class “8” (tag applies also), which is an extension.
The representation of extensions and restrictions gives rise to high expressiveness
and flexibility in an eGovernment scenario, where personalization requirements
have to be met.

The reference infrastructure. In order to use the semantic versioning mech-
anism for personalization, we define the citizen’s digital identity as the total
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Fig. 2. The Complete Personalization Infrastructure

amount of information concerning him/her –necessary for the sake of classifica-
tion with respect to the ontology– which is available online [14]. Such informa-
tion must be retrievable in an automatic, secure and reliable way from the PA
databases through suitable Web services (identification services). For instance,
in order to see whether a citizen is married, a simple query concerning his/her
marital status can be issued to registry databases. In this way, the classification
of the citizen accessing the repository makes it possible to produce the most
appropriate version of all and only norms which are applicable to his/her case.

Hence, the resulting complete infrastructure which is needed to perform all
the required tasks is composed of various components that exchange information
and cooperate to produce the final results as shown in Fig. 2. Firstly, in order
to obtain a personalized access, a secure authentication is required for a citizen
accessing the infrastructure. This is performed through a simple elaboration unit,
also acting as user interface, which processes the citizen’s requests and manages
the results. Then, we can identify the following phases:

– the identification phase (step 1 in Fig. 2) consists of calls to identifica-
tion services to reconstruct the digital identity of the authenticated user
on-the-fly. In this phase the system collects pieces of information from all
the involved PA web services and composes the identity of the citizen.

– the citizen classification phase (step 2 in Fig. 2) in which the classification
service uses the collected digital identity to classify the citizen with respect
to the civic ontology (OC in Fig. 2), by means of an embedded reasoning
service. In Fig. 2, the most specific class CX has been assigned to the citizen;

– finally, in the querying phase (step 3 in Fig. 2) the citizen’s query is exe-
cuted on the multi-version XML repository, by accessing and reconstructing
the appropriate version of all and only norms which are applicable to the
class CX .

In order to supply the desired services, the digital identity is modelled and
represented within the system in a form such that it can be translated into
the same language used for the ontology. In this way, during the classification
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FOR $a IN norm
WHERE textConstr ($a//paragraph//text(), ’health AND care’)
AND tempConstr (’vTime OVERLAPS PERIOD(’2002-01-01’,’2004-12-31’)’)
AND applConstr (’class 7’)
RETURN $a

Fig. 3. An XQuery-equivalent executable query

procedure, the matching between the civic ontology classes and the citizen’s
digital identity can be reduced to a standard reasoning task (see [3,8]).

Furthermore, the civic ontology used in steps 2 and 3 requires to be created
and constantly maintained: each time a new founding act is enforced, the ex-
ecution of a creation/update phase is needed. Notice that this process is a
delicate task which needs advice by human experts and “official validation” of
the outcomes and, thus, it can only partially be automated.

The resources of interests (e.g. norm documents) are stored in the XML repos-
itories in a compact format according to a multi-version data model supporting
temporal and semantic versioning (details can be found in [7]). Notice that tempo-
ral and limited applicability aspects may also interplay in the production and man-
agement of versions. However, since temporal and semantic versioning are treated
in an orthogonal way in our model, also complex situations can be easily captured.

The queries that can be supported can contain four types of completely or-
thogonal constraints (temporal, structural, textual and applicability) allowing us
to specify very specific searches in the XML norm repository. Let us focus first
on the applicability constraint. Consider again the ontology and norm fragment
in Fig. 1 and let John Smith be a “self-employed” citizen (i.e. belonging to class
“7”) retrieving the norm: hence, the sample article will be selected as pertinent,
but only the second paragraph will be actually presented as applicable. Further-
more, the applicability constraint can be combined with the other three ones in
order to fully support a multi-dimensional selection. For instance, John Smith
could be interested in all the norms ...

– which contain paragraphs (structural constraint) ...
– dealing with health care (textual constraint), ...
– which were in force between 2002 and 2004 (temporal constraint), ...
– which are applicable to his personal case (applicability constraint).

Such a query can be issued to our system using the standard XQuery FLWR
syntax [16] as in Fig. 3, where textConstr, tempConstr, and applConstr are
suitable functions allowing the specification of the textual, temporal and ap-
plicability constraints, respectively (the structural constraint is implicit in the
XPath expressions used in the XQuery statement). Notice that the temporal
constraints can involve several time dimensions (see [6]), allowing high flexibil-
ity in satisfying the information needs of users in the eGovernment scenario.
In particular, it is possible to extract consolidated current versions from the
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multi-version repository, or to access past versions of particular norm texts, all
consistently reconstructed by the system on the basis of the user’s specifications
and personalized on the basis of his/her identity.

Implementation and performance evaluation. In order to test the effi-
cacy of the proposed approach, we built a prototype system supporting our data
model. The system is based on a Multi-version XML Query Processor designed
on purpose, which is able to manage the XML data repository and to support
all the temporal, structural, textual and applicability query features in a single
component. In addition to the introduction of the semantic versioning dimen-
sion, the system represents a complete redesign and extension of a previous
system supporting temporal versioning described in [6], which we had built on
top of a commercial DBMS with XML storage and query support. Details of the
migration and a comparison between the two systems can be found in [7,12].

The prototype is implemented in Java JDK 1.5 and exploits ad-hoc data
structures (relying on embedded “light” DBMS libraries) and algorithms which
allow users to store and reconstruct on-the-fly the XML norm versions satis-
fying the four types of constraints. Such a component stores the XML norms
in a partitioned way, which is used, during query answering, in order to ef-
ficiently perform structural-join algorithms [1] specifically adapted and tuned
for the temporal/semantic multi-version context. Textual constraints are han-
dled by means of an inverted index. Owing to the properties of the adopted
pre- and post-order encoding of the civic ontology classes, the system is able
to very efficiently deal with applicability constraints during query processing
by means of simple comparisons involving such encodings and semantic
annotations.

The experiments have been effected on a P4 2.5Ghz Windows XP workstation,
equipped with 512MB RAM and a RAID0 cluster of two 80GB EIDE disks
with NT file system (NTFS). We performed the tests on three XML document
sets of increasing size: collection C1 (5,000 XML normative text documents),
C2 (10,000 documents) and C3 (20,000 documents). We will describe in detail
only the results obtained on the collection C1, then we will briefly describe the
scalability performance shown on the other two collections. The total size of the
collections is 120MB, 240MB, and 480MB, respectively.

Experiments were conducted by submitting queries of five different types (Q1-
Q5). Table 1 presents the features of the test queries and the query execution
time for each of them. All the queries require structural support (St constraint);
types Q1 and Q2 also involve textual search by keywords (Tx constraint), with
different selectivities; type Q3 contains temporal conditions (Tm constraint)
on three time dimensions: transaction, valid and publication time; types Q4
and Q5 mix the previous ones since they involve both keywords and temporal
conditions. For each query type, we also present a personalized access variant
involving an additional applicability constraint (Ap constraint), denoted as Qx-
A in the first column of Table 1. “XML-Native” denotes the system described
in this paper, whereas “DOM-based” represents our previous prototype only
supporting temporal versioning.
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Table 1. Features of the test queries and query execution time (time in milliseconds,
collection C1)

Query Constraints Selectivity Performance (msec)
Tm St Tx Ap DOM-based XML-Native

Q1 -
√ √

- 0.6% 2891 1046
Q2 -

√ √
- 4.02% 43240 2970

Q3
√ √

- - 2.9% 47638 6523
Q4

√ √ √
- 0.68% 2151 1015

Q5
√ √ √

- 1.46% 3130 2550
Q1-A -

√ √ √
0.23% n/a 1095

Q2-A -
√ √ √

1.65% n/a 3004
Q3-A

√ √
-

√
1.3% n/a 6760

Q4-A
√ √ √ √

0.31% n/a 1020
Q5-A

√ √ √ √
0.77% n/a 2602

Let us first focus on queries without personalized access. Our approach shows
a good efficiency in every context, providing a short response time (including
query analysis, retrieval of the qualifying norm parts and reconstruction of the
result) of approximately one or two seconds for most of the queries. Notice
that the selectivity of the query predicates does not impair performances (as it
happened to the “DOM-based” approach), even when large amounts of docu-
ments containing some (typically small) relevant portions have to be retrieved,
as it happens for queries Q2 and Q3. Our new system is able to deliver a fast
and reliable performance in all cases, since it practically avoids the retrieval of
useless document parts. Furthermore, for the same reasons, the main memory
requirements of the new system are very small, less than 5% w.r.t. “DOM-based”
approach.

The time needed to answer the personalized access versions of the Q1–Q5
queries is approximately 0.5-1% more than for the original versions. Moreover,
since the applicability annotations of each part of an XML document are stored
as simple integers, the size of the tuples with applicability annotations is practi-
cally unchanged (only a 3-4% storage space overhead is required with respect to
documents without semantic versioning), even with quite complex annotations
involving several applicability extensions and restrictions.

Finally, we ran the same queries of the previous tests on the larger collections
and saw that the computing time always grows sub-linearly with the number
of documents. For instance, query Q1 executed on the 10,000 documents of
collection C2 (which is as double as C1) took 1,366 msec (i.e. the system was
only 30% slower); similarly, on the 20,000 documents of collection C3, the average
response time was 1,741 msec (i.e. the system was less than 30% slower than with
C2). Also with the other queries the measured trend was the same, thus showing
the good scalability of the system in every type of query context.

Current extensions. In our current research work, we are extending our
ontology-based personalization approach to the definition and management of
multi-version eGov Web services. For instance, ontology-based personalization
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has been used in the field of eLearning services [5,13] and we are experimenting
the adoption of similar techniques for the eGov application domain. In particular,
we are applying our semantic versioning techniques also to solve this problem.

In particular, the application scenario and the reference infrastructure remain
the same as in Fig. 2, along with the ontology management module and the iden-
tification and classification services. However, the XML repository and the query
engine are being extended to also deal with the data required for the definition
of multi-version Web services (including the specific data possibly required by a
Workflow Management System to enact and support the execution of a workflow
instance underlying the personalized eGov service delivered). Once the citizen
has been classified with respect to the ontology during the identification phase,
the semantic information is then used during the query phase to extract the data
needed to build the personalized version of the requested Web service.

For instance, the eGov service for the “change of address” procedure may be
different for public servants with respect to other categories of workers (e.g. public
servants may have to declare that their new residence is within a fixed distance
from their workplace, if required by law; hence a specific subservice for this task
has to be included in the selected Web service). Hence, if the user has been clas-
sified as public servant, the query engine must retrieve a personalized version of
the Web service for the “change of address” process for the citizen’s case.

However, techniques very similar to the ones adopted for semantic annotation
of XML documents and for efficient querying of the multi-version repository can
be used also in such a case. Preliminary experiments are under way.

3 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented the results of a still ongoing research activity we are
carrying out in the context of a national research project in order to support
efficient and personalized access to multi-version resources in an eGovernment
scenario. We defined a data model supporting ontology-based personalized access
to XML documents, built a prototype system implementing the data model and
evaluated its performance through some exploratory experiments. The results we
obtained are very encouraging as to query response time, storage requirements
and system scalability figures. Current efforts are focused on the extension of
our approach to the support of ontology-based personalization of eGov services,
as outlined at the end of the previous section.

In the future, we will strengthen the proposed approach, in particular by con-
sidering more advanced application requirements leading to a more sophisticated
(e.g. graph-based) ontology definition, and by completing the required techno-
logical infrastructure with the specification and implementation of the remaining
auxiliary services, including advanced reasoning services for management of the
ontology. Further work will also include the assessment of our developed systems
in a concrete working environment, with real users and in the presence of a large
repository of real legal documents. In particular, a civic ontology based on a cor-
pus of real norms (concerning infancy schools) is currently under development.
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